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1 Executive summary

This deliverable reports on achievements from Task 4.2, which focused on the fast-track implementation of validation, verification and uncertainty quantification (VVUQ) techniques into applications from Work Package 4 (WP4). Here the fast-track label relates to the use of non-intrusive techniques only, which require less effort from the application developers as the models and their implementations remain effectively unchanged. While the underlying sampling and analysis methods are well known in the uncertainty quantification (UQ) community (Polynomial Chaos, Monte Carlo, Stochastic Collocation, Sobol sensitivity analysis) and were implemented as is in the VECMA toolkit (VECMAtk), a large part of the task for WP4 was to provide inputs to the technical work packages WP2, WP3 and WP5 and feedback on their produced algorithms, tools and middleware. Such inputs were reported already through previous deliverables (D4.1, D2.1, D3.1, D3.2) and helped shape the VECMAtk tutorials (https://www.vecma-toolkit.eu/tutorials/) while feedback happened mostly through issues on the GitHub pages of the various tools being used.

In this report we show that, from a portfolio of 8 applications, 6 have demonstrated results with the range of UQ methods implemented within the VECMAtk (only 4 were initially labelled as fast-track candidates). From these, 2 applications (ISR and BAC) already had implementations of UQ techniques before the start of the project, and have been extensively driving the definitions of uncertainty quantification patterns (UQP) by WP2 as well as the implementation of the toolkit by WP3. At the time of writing, 5 applications (Fusion, Climate, Migration, Materials and BAC) integrate parts of the VECMAtk to quantify the uncertainties of the entire multiscale application or to perform sensitivity analysis (SA) on one or several of their single-scale models. In addition, plans have been laid out to perform non-intrusive UQ on single-scale models by using VECMAtk in the Continuum Blood Flow application, as well as in the Urban Air pollution application (external to VECMA), indicating that the toolkit is already getting some uptake from other communities and application groups.

While most of the results presented in this document concern the SA and quantification of uncertainty, a couple of early results in verification and validation (VV) are mentioned as well as an action plan for speeding-up this effort in the coming period.

2 Implementation of non-intrusive VVUQ techniques

In VECMA, WP4 is composed of 8 multiscale applications which come from various scientific and societal domains and have been described previously in the D4.1 deliverable. The main purpose of these applications is to steer the developments from the technical work packages (WP2 — methods and algorithms, WP3 — software implementation, WP5 — infrastructure) and serve as demonstrators showing that such developments are useful in real applications.
In order to deliver initial developments as fast as possible, the work was structured into fast-track and deep-track. This report focuses on the fast-track implementation of VVUQ techniques within WP4 applications and the early results.

When referring to the fast-track we are considering only non-intrusive VVUQ techniques, which mean that the code of the application remains unchanged. For UQ this lies under the UQP1 label (cf. D2.1 deliverable for all details on UQP) for which the method is applied to a black-box (either a function, an entire multiscale application or just one submodel). For the use cases where UQP1 is applied to a single-scale submodel (typically to perform SA on a given component of a larger application), it does not correspond to a multiscale simulation anymore. Nevertheless it demonstrates the flexibility and genericity of the technique and provides valuable knowledge to the application developers with respect to the integration of UQ within full multiscale application in the future.

This section is divided into two parts: section 2.1 describes briefly the 4 targeted UQ methods implemented in the EasyVVUQ as instances of the Sampler (cf. D3.1 for details on the EasyVVUQ architecture and the rest of the VECMA tk developed through WP3). For each method, practical examples are given by describing its implementation within one or more applications from the WP4 portfolio. Note that the various analysis methods (e.g. Sobol indices) being used in these examples are not described here as the sampling remains the main focus for applications in order to determine the computational costs of the method. Then, in section 2.2 we discuss some of the lessons learned throughout Task 4.2 as well as non-intrusive work that is still ongoing.

2.1 UQ methods and implementation into applications

The non-intrusive UQ methods employed by the WP4 applications so far are the Polynomial Chaos (PC), quasi-Monte Carlo (qMC), Stochastic Collocation (SC), and parameter sweeps followed by a bootstrap analysis on the resulting ensemble. The EasyVVUQ library within the VECMA tk [1] has UQ elements that guide users through the VVUQ process, from defining the uncertain input parameters, to analyzing the probability distributions in the quantities of interest (QoI). The library has all 4 UQ methods as Sampler and Analysis options.

The following sections introduce the UQ methods one by one, with detailed example(s) from WP4 applications on how to implement the method and a breakdown of the analysis.

2.1.1 Polynomial Chaos

The PC method approximates a model $Y$ by a polynomial expansion, where the polynomials are orthogonal to the probability density function of the inputs:
\[ Y \approx \hat{Y}(x, t, Q) = \sum_{n=0}^{N_p-1} c_n(x, t) P_n(Q). \]

\( P_n, c_n, \) and \( N_p \) are the polynomials, expansion coefficients, and number of expansion factors, respectively [2].

The advantage of PC is that it requires fewer samples than qMC and the Monte Carlo (MC) methods. However, that advantage only holds true when the number of uncertain parameters is below 20. [3,4,5] It is important to note that the PC expansion can only be estimated with a finite number of terms; there is always truncation error in the estimates of uncertainty. In particular, the variance, standard deviation and Sobol sensitivity indices tend to be underestimated since, in their computation, the summation of the squares of the coefficients is involved.

### 2.1.1.1 Fusion application

The multiscale fusion workflow (MFW) was created to study the effects of microscale turbulence on the overall plasma transport in a tokamak (an experimental device that confines plasma at very high temperatures with magnetic fields). Currently, the workflow combines three single-scale models that simulate the plasma geometry (equilibrium model), turbulence, and overall transport.

Uncertainties in this application come from applied heating sources and boundary conditions (epistemic) and from the stochastic behavior of the turbulence (aleatoric). Since fast-track considers the entire workflow as a black-box, we only include the epistemic uncertainties: boundary conditions defined by the electron and ion temperatures \( T_e \) and \( T_i \), respectively at the plasma edge, and characteristics of the applied heating sources (e.g. amplitude, width, and position for both ion and electron heating power distributions).

We use the PC method to perform UQ studies in a non-intrusive manner by following UQP1 on the entire application. Six samples along a single uncertain dimension are considered and then expanded to a multi-dimensional PC grid via a tensor product construction. For example, if all 8 uncertain parameters are considered, then \( 6^8 \), or about 1.7 million samples are generated. This is true when full tensor is utilized to fill the sampling space. However, the number of PC samples grows exponentially with the number of uncertain parameters, and processing all of these samples can become cumbersome. Therefore, qMC [6] or PC with a sparse grid [7] become better options in generating samples.

Once the uncertain input parameters are defined, the MFW runs within a black-box for multiple time iterations until the plasma reaches steady state. The QoI from this simulation are the output \( T_e \) and \( T_i \) coming from the macroscopic transport model. The EasyVVUQ library carries out the UQ analysis and provides the mean, standard deviation, and variance to the QoI. Sobol SA, which is also implemented
in the EasyVVUQ, determines how sensitive the QoI are to uncertainties introduced by the input parameters. For this study, the 1st order and total Sobol sensitivity indices are calculated for each uncertain input parameter. The former quantifies the direct effect on the output variance from individual input parameter. The latter evaluates the sensitivity due to interactions between a given parameter and all combinations of the other parameters [8].

We take the MFW to simulate an ASDEX Upgrade\(^1\) (AUG) tokamak scenario. We use EasyVVUQ to generate samples under the PC method, encode samples, execute simulations, decode simulation results, and analyze UQ outputs. The outcome from Analysis is plotted in Figure 1, in which we show the expected value and standard deviation to the QoI: \(T_e\) (left) and \(T_i\) (right) with respect to the normalized toroidal flux coordinate “\(\rho_{tor\_norm}\)”.

![Figure 1: Comparison between experimental measurements and simulation results of the electron (left) and ion (right) temperature profiles in the AUG tokamak.](https://www.ipp.mpg.de/16195/asdex)

To validate the UQ results, measurements coming from 2 experimental shots are plotted in the figure as well. While \(T_e\) profiles obtained from the UQ studies do not agree at the inner region (with lower \(\rho_{tor\_norm}\) values), the outer region have more agreeable outcome.

As part of the model verification effort, different turbulence models are implemented within the MFW. We run the MFW without any UQ using a turbulence model named GEM, which is a gyrofluid electromagnetic flux-tube model that determines heat and particle fluxes at each flux-tube in a field-aligned shifted-metric coordinate system [9]. For each of these simulation runs, the MFW uses adaptive time steps and runs until the plasma reaches quasi-steady state [10]. The output temperatures of such a production-sized run are then averaged over and are plotted in the figure

\(^1\) https://www.ipp.mpg.de/16195/asdex
above. On the other hand, the UQ results discussed earlier used a simplified local flux-tube model to simulate the turbulence.

Overall, the simulation results show that the turbulence model \textit{GEM} has better agreement with experiments than the simplified flux-tube model. This is especially obvious in the T_e profiles. As for the T_i profiles, the simulations agree fairly well with the experiment.

### 2.1.2 Quasi-Monte Carlo

In order to study uncertainty of the model response, the MC method samples randomly the values of uncertain inputs from their probability distribution function and propagates them through the model. The number of samples \( N_s \) tends to be a large number in the MC sampling method. On the other hand, qMC can lower \( N_s \) with variance-reduction techniques such as the Sobol sequence that allows more uniform sampling to avoid clustering of the samples [11]. The simulation model runs through the entire set of sampling parameters to calculate statistical inferences to the QoI \( Y = \{ Y_1, Y_2, ..., Y_{Ns} \} \). For example, the expected value of \( Y \) is [12]:

\[
E[Y] \approx \frac{1}{N_s} \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} Y_i
\]

Importantly, the convergence rate of qMC method is of the order of \( N^{-1} \) instead of \( N^{-1/2} \) from the MC method. Convergence of some quasi-random sequence may depend on the dimension of the uncertain input [6]. However, research shows that in practice, for instance, qMC with the Sobol sequence outperforms the purely random MC method, e.g. [13].

#### 2.1.2.1 In-stent restenosis (2D) application

The ISR2D model is a two-dimensional representation of the in-stent restenosis process. Its domain is a longitudinal section of the artery, in which five subprocesses take place: stent deployment, post-deployment smooth muscle cell proliferation into the lumen, blood flow through the lumen, reendothelialization, and diffusion of antiproliferative drugs from the stent into the tissue. As these processes take place at different temporal scales, the ISR2D model is built into multiscale model [14]. There are three submodels: an initial condition model which offers the initial geometry after the strut is deployed, an agent-based model of Smooth Muscle Cell (SMC) growth into the artery lumen, and a simulation of blood flow through the artery. SMC growth changes the geometry of the artery, which affects the blood flow, while the wall shear stress (WSS) caused by the blood flow inhibits SMC growth when it is above a threshold value. The final output of the model is the cross-sectional area of neointima.

The model is subject to aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty. Aleatory uncertainty is due to natural variability of the cell cycle, the relative orientation of daughter cells, and the pattern of
reendothelialization in the SMC model. Epistemic uncertainty is due to imperfect measurements of the values of flow velocity, maximum deployment depth and endothelium regeneration time. The list of uncertain inputs is shown in Table 1, where a uniform distribution is assumed between the minimum and maximum values. Instead of uniform random numbers, we used the Sobol sequence. The Sobol sequence is low-discrepancy, which means it covers input space X more evenly. To estimate the uncertainty in model response, we applied a black-box qMC method [15]. The simulation was developed and tested on the Distributed ASCI Supercomputer (DAS-5) using Python scripts. Similar work has also been carried out using the semi-intrusive metamodeling method [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Min value</th>
<th>Max value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow velocity</td>
<td>m s⁻¹</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum deployment depth</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endothelium regeneration time</td>
<td>days</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** List of uncertain inputs from the ISR2D model.

From the UQ and SA (Figure 3) we find that the largest contribution to the uncertainty comes from the endothelium regeneration speed, followed by the deployment depth. This is similar to results obtained in earlier studies for a similar 3D model [17]. There it was also demonstrated that a difference in reendothelialization speed changes growth to a large extent, while the effects of the deployment depth are smaller, but still quite pronounced. As the re-endothelialization has such significant impact on the neointimal area, this part of the ISR model requires further study and validation. We are currently undertaking more detailed modelling, based on controlled experiments of endothelial cell migration on substrates. The results once more confirm our hypothesis that the development of restenosis is very much driven by the inability to quickly regenerate a functional endothelium. However, these results cannot be considered final. The model parameters were based on a previous publication [18] which is considered a largely simplified model geometry, and some other parameters also were assumed without a thorough investigation on their distribution or variability range. For instance, the effect of the flow velocity requires a deeper study; we are looking in detail at the expected physiological variability (instead of the 10% variability that we now assumed).
Figure 2: Left: Uncertainty estimation results: (i) mean value, aleatory and total uncertainty of the neointimal area as a function of time; (ii) relative total uncertainty (red line) and relative aleatory uncertainty (blue line) as a function of time; (iii) Probability Density Function (PDF) of the neointimal area at the final time step, where red dashed curve is a fit of a normal distribution. Right: Sensitivity Analysis with the Bootstrap test results: (i) partial and total variances; (ii) first-order sensitivity indices of uncertain inputs, where solid black line denotes the sum of the first order effect of uncertain inputs plus the total effect of the model stochastic variables; (iii) total sensitivity indices of uncertain parameters together with the stochastic variables. The shadow areas are one standard deviation of the estimators.

2.1.3 Stochastic Collocation

The SC method creates polynomial approximation of a quantity of interest $q$ in the (multi-dimensional) stochastic space via the following expansion, written concisely as:

$$q(x, t, \xi) \approx \sum_{j=1}^{N_p} q_j(x, t)L(\xi)$$
Here, $q_i$ are the code samples computed on a structured multi-dimensional grid, and $N_p$ is the total number of collocation points. The samples $q_i$ are interpolated to an arbitrary point within the stochastic space by means of Lagrange interpolation polynomials $L(\xi)$. For interpolation in multiple dimensions, $L(\xi)$ is built as a tensor product of one-dimensional Lagrange polynomials. The SC method, as well as the PC method, are well-known and we refer to [19] for more details on these techniques.

### 2.1.3.1 Climate application

Computational models for atmospheric and oceanic flows are central to climate modeling and weather forecasting. As these models have finite resolutions, they employ simplified representations, so-called parameterizations, to account for the impact of unresolved processes on larger scales. An example is the treatment of atmospheric convection and cloud processes, which are important for the atmospheric circulation and hydrological cycle, but are unresolved in global atmospheric models. These parameterizations are a source of uncertainties: they have parameters that can be difficult to determine, and even their structural form can be uncertain.

Although our main focus within VECMA is the development of a toolkit of surrogate models (deep-track) for the unresolved processes of aforementioned geophysical flow problems, we also performed some implementation of fast-track UQ methods. Specifically, we implemented the SC method (including sparse-grid capability and Sobol index computation) into EasyVVUQ. To run the EasyVVUQ samples on HPC resources, we created an interface between EasyVVUQ and FabSim3 together with the developers from WP3, see [20]. FabSim3 is a Python3-based, command-line automation toolkit for scientific computing on large-scale and distributed e-infrastructures [21]. It facilitates amongst others the execution of remote (ensemble) jobs, and automates the transfer of data to and from those resources, all from the local command line. Once the interface is set up, only some small changes to the code are required. This differs to an EasyVVUQ Campaign, which runs on the localhost, see [20] for a tutorial.

This fast-track implementation will allow us to perform non-intrusive UQ on the level of resolved scales, after that the subgrid-scale term will be replaced by a surrogate. Typical uncertain parameters of the resolved scale equations could for instance be the value of viscosity or forcing term coefficients in the ocean models, which are normally manually tuned by the user. Instead, we can use EasyVVUQ to prescribe input distributions, and compute the output uncertainty or the Sobol sensitivity indices via the SC Sampler.

To test our method, we prescribed uniform distributions for two parameters (i.e. the viscosity $\nu$ and forcing term coefficient $\mu$) of a two-dimensional ocean model. Our output QoI were the time-averaged total energy and enstrophy of the system, as a function of the uncertain coefficients,
computed by running each sample for a simulated time of 8 years. We used the developed EasyVVUQ-FabSim3 interface [20] in order to run the corresponding EasyVVUQ samples via FabSim3 on the PSNC Eagle supercomputer. As an example, below we show all Sobol sensitivity indices for both uncertain parameters, from which we can infer that the viscosity $\nu$ is the most influential model parameter (a value close to 1 means that parameter explains most of the variance in the outputs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Sobol indices of the energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>viscosity $\nu$</td>
<td>0.8945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forcing term coefficient $\mu$</td>
<td>0.1022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interaction $\nu$ and $\mu$</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Sobol indices of the enstrophy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>viscosity $\nu$</td>
<td>0.7494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forcing term coefficient $\mu$</td>
<td>0.2393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interaction $\nu$ and $\mu$</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sobol indices for the two-dimensional ocean model.

In addition to the surrogate modelling effort, some follow-up steps along the described non-intrusive direction are also planned. We will consider a more expensive model, namely a three-dimensional large eddy simulation of the atmosphere, and study the effect of propagating the uncertainty of several model parameters, whose influence is rarely investigated.

### 2.1.3.2 Multiscale migration prediction application

Forced migration reached record levels in 2019 with 25.9 million refugees spread worldwide [22]. Predicting forced migration is crucial, as governments and NGOs can save refugees’ lives and allocate humanitarian resources efficiently [23]. We use an agent-based modelling tool, namely FLEE ([https://github.com/djgroen/flee-release](https://github.com/djgroen/flee-release)), to forecast the distribution of incoming refugees across destination camps for African countries [24]. To automate the construction, execution and analyses of ensemble simulations of refugee movements [25], we have established a FabSim3-based FabFlee ([https://github.com/djgroen/fabflee](https://github.com/djgroen/fabflee)) plugin. It provides an environment for researchers and organisations to construct and modify refugee simulations, instantiate and execute multiple runs for different policy decisions, as well as to validate and visualise the obtained results against existing data [26].

Within VECMA, we focus on the input data uncertainty, SA of simulation runs, validation of obtained simulation results and verification of our initial model. Currently, we perform non-intrusive UQ
procedures with SC and Sobol SA on input parameters of multiscale migration models. To make this possible, we have integrated the FabFlee plugin with EasyVVUQ using a separate set of automation definitions that can be linked or unlinked by developers. In it, we re-use the SC approach used for the climate application in the context of migration modelling.

We perform SA on location move chances (such as camp, conflict and default locations), which vary between 0.0001 to 1.0, and speed limits of refugee movements to understand in what regime and scenario our simulation approach perform well.

With FabFlee and EasyVVUQ we perform SA on input parameters, and rely on QCG Pilot Jobs (https://github.com/vecma-project/QCG-PilotJob) to facilitate the execution of large ensemble runs. We also plan to explore agent awareness levels and other simulation parameters, as well as basic one-at-a-time input UQ for multiscale migration application. In addition, we are in the process of exercising these analyses for a multiscale macro-micro model of the South Sudan situation.

We run the Mali conflict scenario using a combined function of FabFlee and EasyVVUQ for three parameters (see Figure 4). We apply the SC method [27] and obtain the results illustrated in Table 3. The camp_move_chance parameter is more sensitive in our model compared to the other two parameters since camps are the destination locations for refugees fleeing from conflict locations. We also find that our models are not sensitive to the combination of these parameters.

![Figure 3: An illustration of input parameter samples for Mali, where x1 is camp_move_chance, x2 is conflict_move_chance and x3 is default_move_chance.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Sobol indices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>camp_move_chance (0)</td>
<td>0.88814118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conflict_move_chance (1)</td>
<td>0.05990016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default_move_chance (2)</td>
<td>0.04551298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>0.00030681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0, 2</td>
<td>0.00357396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>0.00243685</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lastly, as part of the migration tutorial for the M12 release (see [https://github.com/djgroen/FabFlee/blob/master/doc/Tutorial.md](https://github.com/djgroen/FabFlee/blob/master/doc/Tutorial.md)) and in collaboration with the HiDALGO CoE project ([http://hidalgo-project.eu](http://hidalgo-project.eu)) we have introduced a very basic form of UQ that doesn’t quite fit in our existing categories. We require conflict event forecasts if we wish to predict forced population displacements, but creating an accurate or predictive conflict simulation give rise to major ethical problems. So, instead, we developed a conflict generator that creates a range of realistic (but not necessarily correct) conflict evolution scenarios. We then use a large sample of these scenarios to give an estimate of the uncertainty in camp arrivals in the migration model, based on variations induced by the different instances of the (highly stochastic) conflict model.

### 2.1.4 Parameter sweeps and Ensemble bootstrapping

Along with more advanced UQ techniques (such as PC and SC) the VECMAtk also provides functionality for basic parameter sweeps (generating samples by cycling through a user defined range of values on one or more variables) using the “SweepSampler” element from the EasyVVUQ library. This allows also for an ensemble of “replica” runs to be generated for each group of input parameters, on which a bootstrap analysis can then be performed, using the EnsembleBoot analysis element (also from EasyVVUQ).

#### 2.1.4.1 Materials application

In the full Materials application we have a cyclically coupled heterogeneous multiscale model with two scales - the (continuum, finite element) macroscale, and the (discrete, molecular dynamics) nanoscale [28,29]. The local strain (deformation) at the macroscale is calculated using the stress response. This stress response is calculated at the nanoscale using an ensemble of molecular dynamics simulations, in order to better approximate a continuum response. UQ for the fully coupled Materials model is a deep-track activity, so in this deliverable our work concentrates on non-intrusive approaches to estimate the uncertainty obtained from nanoscale only.

The uncertainty in this nanoscale stress response is both epistemic - in terms of the molecular dynamics forcefield parameters - and aleatoric - in terms of the natural variation between one (finite) MD box of molecular structure and another. We are initially interested in testing the sensitivity of our overall stress calculation to both of these sources of error. The preliminary sensitivity test is a simple parameter sweep across multiple sizes of the MD box, multiple different times at which the
straining begins, and multiple different polymer networks. In total this results in around 1500
different runs.

We use the EasyVVUQ library to implement this workflow, in particular the “SweepSampler” VVUQ
element. As there are approximately 1500 runs to execute (taking 96 cores each, and over a week to
complete), we use the restartability functionality of EasyVVUQ to separate the sampling and analysis
stages of the workflow to be implemented in two separate scripts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>box_size</th>
<th>YM boot</th>
<th>YM high</th>
<th>YM low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>42537.398920</td>
<td>12157.451562</td>
<td>73692.602069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>34968.506380</td>
<td>16546.698645</td>
<td>51600.928269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>34841.820061</td>
<td>23016.567640</td>
<td>45162.132650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>34631.485156</td>
<td>28096.543163</td>
<td>41497.338792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>34175.572852</td>
<td>28879.032293</td>
<td>38808.258953</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Raw output from an EasyVVUQ bootstrap analysis, measuring the Young’s modulus of an ensemble
different sized simulations of epoxy polymers.

Figure 4: Graph of the data shown in the above table. The measured Young’s modulus is independent of
system size for systems with box length over 4 nm.

We find that the measured Young’s modulus is only affected on simulation sizes below 4 nm. This
indicates that on measuring the stress due to small deformations (0.5% strain), MD simulations must
be above a minimum size. We expect this size to be related to the characteristic length scale of the
polymer network. We also see, from the above table and graph, that the uncertainty in the measured quantity is greatly affected by simulation size.

2.1.4.2 Binding affinity calculator application

The Binding Affinity Calculator (BAC) application uses large ensembles of molecular dynamics simulations to predict the binding affinities of ligands (such as drug molecules) with proteins [30]. It was already in production use at the start of the VECMA project (including UQ) and has been used to drive development of features in EasyVVUQ. All the code for ensemble statistics calculation has now been captured in EasyVVUQ. The workflow essentially performs a parameter sweep over the input ligand (with ensembles of simulations based on the same structure but with randomized initial velocities). Ideal bootstrap analysis is then performed on the results, to obtain the binding affinities with accompanying confidence intervals. This approach has been used in the analysis of papers using both computationally cheap end point approaches (known as ESMACS protocols) [31, 32] and more rigorous alchemical binding free energy calculations (known as TIES protocols) [33].

The BAC workflow was used to develop the bootstrap analysis and SweepSampler elements in EasyVVUQ, which are now used within the application. BAC is used within the INSPIRE project to compute binding free energies of inhibitors binding to different kinase sequences. In this context the RADICAL Cybertools pilot job manager [34] was used as the middleware to deploy simulations on the world’s largest supercomputer, Summit at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility in the US.

2.2 Lessons learned and ongoing work

Although the first public release of VECMAtk was less than 6 months ago (at M12), it has already attracted interest from external application groups, within and outside the scientific domains covered in the WP4 portfolio. As this release implements mostly well-known UQ methods that are already available through other software suites, such early uptake shows that there is room for solutions like EasyVVUQ, which focuses on simplicity and modularity for providing an end-to-end solution using a high-level framework in Python. We expect that the toolkit will gain even more scrutiny during the second phase of the project when advanced methods for semi-intrusive UQ and meta-modelling become available.

Throughout the first half of the project, the focus has been more towards UQ rather than VV (for which only a few preliminary experiments have been performed), which may be more closely related to the specificities of the application and its domain. This makes VV harder to design through generic solutions. In addition, the delay in VV implementation can be explained by the fact that it depends heavily on the effective quantification of uncertainties in the target application. Now that most applications have UQ results, in order to bring VV up-to-speed within the project, a dedicated
development team comprised of a small number of WP3 and WP4 members has been created. It aims at developing quick prototypes for measuring the distance (e.g. Kullback-Leibler entropy and Hellinger distance) between distributions obtained through UQ.

In addition, two more applications are still working towards the integration of non-intrusive methods for studying UQ from one of their models, as described below.

2.2.1 Continuum blood flow

The continuum blood flow application (deep-track) at UCL concerns the coupling of haemodynamic simulations of the arterial and venous trees (obtained through MRI scans), handled with a lattice-Boltzmann solver (HemeLB [35]), and coupling with a full electro-physiological model of the human heart, handled with the Alya solver. This is to allow study of transport of particles (cells or drugs) through the body’s bloodstream.

This is a challenging case due to the very high computational expense of such a coupled model. As such, the initial UQ related approaches are likely to involve basic SA over given heart parameters, such as heart rate, or rigidity of the vessel walls (this functionality is currently being added to HemeLB). We intend to use EasyVVUQ for UQ matters initially, although surrogate models may be employed at a later date due to the high computational costs involved.

2.2.2 Urban air pollution

The UrbanAir application at the Poznań Supercomputing and Networking Center is an external application to the VECMA project. It is tailored towards simulating air quality – pollutants concentration and dispersion – over complex urban areas. The multiscale model is provided as a workflow of two different models: i) numerical weather prediction, which simulates chemical transportation and mixing at mesoscale to city scale, and ii) a numerical solver for city-scale geophysical flows for accurate simulation of contaminants transportation around and over buildings.

So far, we have focused on UQ techniques for the latter model. Its uncertain parameters are related to the pollutants emission line and area sources, coming from vehicle transportation and household appliances respectively. Taking line sources as an example, the uncertain parameters are: the ratio of petrol to diesel cars and the fuel usage or petrol density. These parameters are selected via a uniform distribution. Once selected, QCG-PilotJob [1] is used to run the air quality model for each of the samples generated (ensemble). The EasyVVUQ library carries out the UQ analysis to the QoI. We envision carrying out SA for each of the uncertain input parameters to evaluate interactions between them.

For the numerical weather prediction model, we want to focus on wind resource characterization and forecast, which is crucial for pollutants transportation. The uncertain parameters concern
surface and planetary boundary layers, e.g. surface roughness level, turbulence kinetic energy, the Prandtl number, Monin-Obukov stability parameter or von Karman’s constant [36]. Using qMC sampling and EasyVVUQ, we will provide SA to determine the most important model parameters.

3 Conclusions

In this deliverable, the fast-track implementation of VVUQ into WP4 applications is presented, along with example results on SA and UQ. Out of the 8 applications within our portfolio, 6 have implemented non-intrusive UQ methods at the time of writing, and work is ongoing on 2 other applications (including one external). This exceeds our expectations since there were only 4 applications listed on the fast-track initially. This achievement is credited to the efficient interaction between the applications (WP4) and technical work packages (WP2-WP3-WP5), which resulted in the early release of high quality software (e.g. VECMAtk). The toolkit has been proven to be simple to use for implementing non-intrusive methods into our applications across a range of different domains.

While there remain important challenges to be tackled within the VECMAtk, we have decided to shift the development effort away from software and focus more on the applications. In particular, we are creating application-specific development teams that allow application and software developers to work together and integrate desired tools into the simulation models. Such collaboration shall help the applications as they implement the more-complex semi-intrusive UQ techniques and systematically introduce VV techniques.
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